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Abstract In this paper we study distributed algorithms on
massive graphs where links represent a particular relationship between nodes (for instance, nodes may represent phone
numbers and links may indicate telephone calls). Since such
graphs are massive they need to be processed in a distributed
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way. When computing graph-theoretic properties, nodes become natural units for distributed computation. Links do not
necessarily represent communication channels between the
computing units and therefore do not restrict the communication flow. Our goal is to model and analyze the computational power of such distributed systems where one computing unit is assigned to each node. Communication takes
place on a whiteboard where each node is allowed to write at
most one message. Every node can read the contents of the
whiteboard and, when activated, can write one small message based on its local knowledge. When the protocol terminates its output is computed from the final contents of
the whiteboard. We describe four synchronization models
for accessing the whiteboard. We show that message size
and synchronization power constitute two orthogonal hierarchies for these systems. We exhibit problems that separate
these models, i.e., that can be solved in one model but not in
a weaker one, even with increased message size. These problems are related to maximal independent set and connectivity. We also exhibit problems that require a given message
size independently of the synchronization model.
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A distributed system is typically represented by a graph where links correspond to a particular relationship between nodes.
For instance, nodes may represent phone numbers and links
may indicate telephone calls. A classical approach is to view
each node as a processor. Since nodes lack global knowledge, new algorithmic and complexity notions arise. In contrast with classical algorithmic theory – where the Turing
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machine is the consensus formal model of algorithm – in
distributed systems many different models are considered.
Under the paradigm that communication is much slower and
more costly than local computations, complexity analysis of
distributed algorithms mainly focuses on message passing.
That is, an important performance measure is the number
and the size of messages that are sent by nodes for performing some computation. Theoretical models were conceived
for studying particular aspects of protocols such as faulttolerance, synchronism, locality, congestion, etc.
The particularity of this work lies in the fact that links
between nodes do not necessarily represent communication
channels between the computing units and therefore do not
restrict the communication flow. In that sense our setting is
similar to the “mud” (massive, unordered, distributed) model,
where the authors tackle the problem of performing a computation when the data is distributed among many machines
[4]. Roughly, in such mud algorithms, pieces of data are
processed independently in parallel and pairs of messages
are aggregated in any order. Only one message is created by
each node because in truly massive database “a common approach for dealing with large datasets is to stream over the
input in one pass” [4].
Communication using a shared whiteboard. The problem we intend to model here is less general than the one
addressed in [4]. In fact, in our setting there exists an underlying graph G and the information each node possesses
is nothing but its neighborhood. The computation the nodes
need to perform collectively is related to some property of
the graph. In order to communicate, each node will write
some information on a shared memory called whiteboard.
The questions we address are basic structural properties of
the graph G, and one must be able to answer the question
using only the contents of the whiteboard.
Clearly, if every node communicates its whole neighborhood (which can be done with O(n) bits, where n is
the number of nodes), the whole graph is described on the
whiteboard; therefore, any question can be easily answered
(assuming unlimited computational power). Nevertheless, our
goal is to design communication protocols in which each
node is only allowed to provide a small amount of information (e.g. O(log n) or o(n)) or to show that no such low
communication protocol exists for the problem.
We start with a very simple model in which every node
writes simultaneously one message (computed from its local
knowledge) on the whiteboard. We show that there is a protocol using O(log n) bits per node, such that by reading the
whiteboard, one gets full knowledge of G, when G belongs
to one of many graph classes such as planar graphs, bounded
treewidth graphs and, more generally, bounded degeneracy
graphs. On the other hand, questions like “Does G contain
a square?” or “Is the diameter of G at most 3?” cannot be
solved by a protocol using o(n) bits.
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Then we investigate more powerful models. For this purpose we relax the simultaneity constraint in different ways.
Roughly, messages may be written sequentially on the whiteboard. This allows nodes to compute their messages taking into account the contents of the whiteboard, i.e., the
messages that have previously been written. In other words,
nodes have more sophisticated ways to share information.
Basically, the four models we now present aim at describing how the nodes can access the shared medium, in
particular, differentiating synchronous and asynchronous networks.
We define a framework for synchronization without using a global clock. Instead, time is divided into rounds corresponding to observable events, i.e., whiteboard modifications. More precisely, a round terminates when a new message appears on the whiteboard.
Along the evolution of the system, nodes may be in one
of three states: awake, active or terminated. Initially, all nodes
are awake. A node becoming active means that this node
computes a message which is stored in its local memory.
Metaphorically speaking, it “rises its hand to speak” and
writes the message it wants to share in its local memory.
To model the worst-case behavior, an adversary chooses,
among the set of active nodes, the particular node which
is going to write a message on the whiteboard. This node
enters the terminated state when it sees its message on the
whiteboard.
In each round after the first one, several awake nodes
may become active but exactly one active node becomes terminated. Note that a node can not become active and terminated in one round. As the round ends when a new message
is written on the whiteboard, the node whose message was
written at the end of round i will become terminated in round
i + 1.
Depending on whether or not an active node can overwrite the value of its local memory, we differentiate synchronous models and asynchronous ones. In the former, once
a node raises its hand it can “change its mind” later. That is,
it can update the value stored in its local memory according to the current state of the system. On the other hand, in
the asynchronous model, once a node raises its hand it cannot “change its mind” later. That is, the first message stored
in the local memory will be the one that eventually will be
written in the whiteboard. Thus, in the asynchronous case,
there may be some delay between the creation of a message
and the step when it is written in the whiteboard. In particular, the order in which messages are created and the order
in which they are actually available on the whiteboard may
differ. In this way, we can model real-world asynchronous
systems where there are no guarantees on the time of communications.
The last modification of the whiteboard leaves at most
one node active. If the remaining nodes are all terminated,
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then this last active node computes the output of the system
by using only the information stored on the whiteboard.
In this setting, we propose two more scenarios leading
to the definition of four computational models. A computational model is said simultaneous if all nodes become active
(raise their hands) after the first round. On the other hand,
the model is said free if, in every round, any awake node
may decide to become active.
Our results. We define four families of systems or protocols,
S IM A SYNC[f (n)],
S IM S YNC[f (n)],
A SYNC[f (n)] and S YNC[f (n)], which correspond to the four
free/simultaneous, asynchronous/synchronous scenarios, parametrized by the amount f (n) of data each node is allowed
to write on the whiteboard. We show that the four classes of
problems which can be solved by these models,
PS IM A SYNC[f (n)], PS IM S YNC[f (n)], PA SYNC[f (n)] and
PS YNC[f (n)], form a hierarchy from the point of view of
message size as well as from the point of view of the synchronization mechanism. More precisely, for any f (n) =
o(n), we show that PS IM A SYNC[f (n)] ( PS IM S YNC[f (n)]
( PA SYNC[f (n)] ⊆ PS YNC[f (n)]; the strictness of the last
inclusion is left as an open problem. On the other hand, we
also prove that when g(n) = o(f (n)), PS IM A SYNC[f (n)] *
PS YNC[g(n)]. This means that message size and synchronization mechanisms are two orthogonal parameters with respect to the power of each instance of our model.
Connectivity problems in general, and breadth-first search
(BFS) in particular, are classical problems in distributed computing, and we examine their positions in our hierarchy. We
show that BFS is in the class PS YNC[log n], and that for the
bipartite case, it is in PA SYNC[log n]. We also show that for
all f (n) = o(n), BFS is not in the class PS IM S YNC[f (n)],
even in the bipartite case.
It is interesting to point out that these models of computations, quite natural for us, have never been studied before.
Related work. The two main aspects of our approach, the
locality and the fact that nodes are allowed to send only
one short message have been tackled before. In the classical
model CON GEST [11], where a network is represented by
a graph whose nodes correspond to network processors and
links to inter-processor links, the n processors can send in
each round a message of size O(log n) bits through each of
its outgoing links. A restriction of the CON GEST model
has been proposed by Grumbach and Wu to study frugal
computation [6]. In this model, where the total amount of information traversing each link is bounded by O(log n) bits,
the authors showed that any first order logic formula can
be evaluated in any planar or bounded degree network [6].
Many variations to the CON GEST model have been proposed in order to focus on different aspects of distributed
computing. In a seminal paper, Linial introduced the LOCAL
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model [9, 11]. In the LOCAL model, the restriction on the
size of messages is removed so that every node is allowed to
send unbounded size messages in every round. This model
focuses on the issue of locality in distributed systems, and
more precisely on the question “What cannot be computed
locally?” [8]. Difficult problems like minimum node cover
and minimum dominating set cannot be well approximated
when processors can locally exchange arbitrary long messages during a bounded number of rounds [8].
It is worth to mention that a model where the number
of rounds is limited to one and the message of each node is
0 or 1, has been considered in [5]. There a complexity theory for local distributed algorithms has been initiated. As in
our model, the message of each node is based only on the
information that it can collect among its neighbors. On the
other hand, Naor and Stockmeyer in the context of locally
checkable labelings study a model where each node computes its message based only on the information of nodes
within a given radius from it [10]. They showed that a non
trivial problem so-called weak c-coloring can be solved in
this model but only in a restricted class of graphs and when
the given radius is large. Since in our model each node must
build its message considering only the information of its
neighbors, some negative results obtained in [10] remain
valid in it.
The idea of abstracting away from the cost of transmitting data throughout the network and to look at how much
local information must be shared in order to compute some
property is present in the Simultaneous Message Model defined in [1]. In such model the communication is global:
n players must evaluate a function f (x1 , . . . , xn ) in which
player i knows the whole input except xi . Each player directly transmits one message to a central authority, the last
referee, that collects and uses them in order to compute
f (x1 , . . . , xn ). The Simultaneous Message Model is a variant of the more general Multiparty Communication model,
where the n players communicate by writing messages on a
common whiteboard [3].
2 Communication models
Our protocols work on simple undirected connected n-node
graphs. In a graph G = (V, E), each node v ∈ V has a
unique identifier ID(v) between 1 and n. In what follows
we shall assume that V = {v1 , . . . , vn }, where vi is such
that ID(vi ) = i. To ease the presentation we shall denote by
N (i) the set of neighbors of node vi , for each i = 1, . . . , n.
Throughout the paper, a graph should be understood as a
labeled graph. At each node v ∈ V there is an independent
processing unit that knows its own identifier, the identifier
of each of its neighbors and the total number of nodes n. It
also has a local memory. Each node is in one of three states:
awake, active or terminated.
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Table 1 Four families of protocols, where f (n) represents the message size
all nodes active after the first round
no restriction

message created when node becomes active
S IM A SYNC[f (n)]
A SYNC[f (n)]

All nodes execute continuously the same algorithm.
Roughly, a node which is in the awake state must decide
whether to become active. Once it is active, a node stores
in its local memory a message that it wants to write on the
whiteboard. Each node is allowed to write exactly one message on the whiteboard. Once a node writes the message it
enters the terminated state. The size of these messages is
some f (n) = o(n), typically O(log n).
We first define synchronous protocols, then asynchronous
protocols. Synchronous protocols rely on some external synchronization primitives to ensure that messages are delivered one by one, whereas asynchronous protocols have to
deal with concurrent messages, which means that messages
are created as soon as the nodes become active, and, moreover, these messages do not change, even if they are not yet
written on the whiteborad.
We also distinguish between simultaneous and free protocols. In simultaneous protocols, nodes must be ready to
speak at any time, whereas in free protocol, they can decide
when to become active. This gives raise to four families of
models described in Table 1.

2.1 Synchronous protocols and subclasses
A synchronous protocol with message size M for graphs
on n nodes is an algorithm which runs at each node of the
graph by using a local memory and having access to a shared
memory, which we call the whiteboard. At each round of
the algorithm, each node is in one of the states of the set
S := {awake, active, terminated}. At each round, each node
vi computes its new state and the new value of its local
memory based on its current state, si , the state of its local
memory, mi , and the state of the whiteboard, denoted by
W , according to two functions act and msg satisfying the
following constraints.
1. If node vi is not active it creates an empty message. More
precisely, if si 6= active, then msg(vi , N (i), W, si , mi ) =
, where  is the empty word.
2. If any message of node vi appears on W , i.e., if node vi
sees one of its messages on the whiteboard, then
act(vi , N (i), W, active) = terminated.
3. act(vi , N (i), W, awake) ∈ {awake, active}.
A configuration of a synchronous protocol is the tuple
(s, m, W ) where s is the global state of the nodes, an element in S n , m is the state of the local memories, a binary

no restriction
S IM S YNC[f (n)]
S YNC[f (n)]

word of length at most nM , and W is the state of the whiteboard, a binary word of size at most nM .
A configuration C 0 = (s0 , m0 , W 0 ) is a valid successor
of a configuration C = (s, m, W ) for the synchronous protocol if for each node vi , we have s0i = act(vi , N (i), W, si ),
m0i = msg(vi , N (i), W, si , mi ) is a binary word of length
at most M , and W 0 has exactly one more message mj 6= ,
than W , where mj is the message of some node vj such that
sj = active, and no message of node vj appears on W . This
definition can be interpreted as follows. An external entity,
an adversary, adds to the whiteboard the message of the local memory of some active node. Notice that if a message
mi corresponding to node vi is written on the whiteboard at
the end of step t, then according to the function act, node vi
will be in state terminated at the end of step t + 1.
In the initial configuration, all nodes are awake, all local
memories, as well as the whiteboard, are empty.
We say that a non-initial configuration is a final configuration if it has no active nodes. A final configuration is a
successful configuration if all nodes are in the state terminated. Otherwise, it is a corrupted configuration.
An execution of a protocol is a (finite) sequence of configurations starting from the initial configuration and such
that each configuration is a valid successor of the previous
one. The execution is successful if the last configuration is
successful. We say that the execution ends in a deadlock
when the last configuration is corrupted.
The last ingredient of a synchronous protocol is its output function out. For a successful execution, where the last
whiteboard configuration is W , we define the output of the
protocol to be out(W ). This value is computed by the last
node entering the terminated state. Recall that in this case,
the state of the whiteboard W contains the messages from
all the nodes.
Let S YNC[f (n)] be the set of all synchronous protocols
with message size O(f (n)). We denote by S IM S YNC[f (n)]
the subclass of S YNC[f (n)] protocols whose function act
satisfies act(vi , N (i), ∅, awake) = active, for each node vi .
It is clear that in this subclass of synchronous protocols there
will never be deadlocks.
2.1.1 Asynchronous protocols
In asynchronous protocols nodes create their final messages
as soon as they become active. Therefore, if two nodes become active simultaneously, then the first message written
on the whiteboard does not affect the second message. That
is, in an asynchronous protocol each node modifies the value
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of its local memory just once. To implement this idea, we
impose that, if mi 6= , then msg(vi , N (i), W, active, mi ) =
mi . That is, the local memory may be modified only once.
Let A SYNC[f (n)] and S IM A SYNC[f (n)] be the subsets
of S YNC[f (n)] and S IM S YNC[f (n)] whose function msg
satisfies previous restriction, respectively. Notice that for protocols in S IM A SYNC[f (n)] all nodes are in the state active
at the end of the second step and they have already computed
their final messages in their local memory. Hence, we may
assume that these protocols have just one step, where they
compute messagei := msg(vi , N (i), , active, ), for each
i = 1, . . . , n.
This paper aims at deciding what kind of problems can
be solved in each of these models. Therefore, rather than
classes of protocols we are interested in graph problems
which can be solved by protocols. Notice that a protocol
works on graphs of a given size n. However, in most cases
the description of the protocol is parametric in n which implicitly defines a family of protocols indexed by n. When we
say that a graph problem is solved by a protocol we means
that for each size n a protocol working on graphs of size n
solves the problem for all graphs of size n.
In the sequel we shall denote by PS IM A SYNC[f (n)],
PS IM S YNC[f (n)], PA SYNC[f (n)], and PS YNC[f (n)] the
class of problems which can be solved by the associated protocols using message size O(f (n)) on n-nodes graphs.
It is clear from the definitions that
PS IM A SYNC[f (n)] ⊆ PS IM S YNC[f (n)] ⊆ PS YNC[f (n)]
and that
PS IM A SYNC[f (n)] ⊆ PA SYNC[f (n)] ⊆ PS YNC[f (n)].
Less obvious, we shall prove in Section 5 that
PS IM S YNC[f (n)] ⊆ PA SYNC[f (n)], and that three parts of
this hierarchy are strict:
PS IM A SYNC[f (n)] ( PS IM S YNC[f (n)] ( PA SYNC[f (n)].
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Moreover, the protocol is robust in the sense that it detects
if the graph is not in the class.

3.1 Case of forests (k = 1)
To give the flavor of the synchronous protocol for bounded
degeneracy graphs, we start with the graphs with degeneracy
1, which is exactly the class of forests. Let T be a forest, and
let NS (v) denote the neighborhood of v ∈ V (S) in the subforest S of T .
In this case, each node v stores in its local memory a
triple of integers. This triple consists of its identifier, its degree in T , dT (v), and the sum of the identifiers of its neighbors (this clearly can be encoded using less than 4 log n
bits):
X

mv := (ID(v), dT (v),

Disregarding of the order used to fill the whiteboard, at
a successful configuration the whiteboard has all messages
(mv )v∈V . To build the graph using this information, the algorithm computing the output function chooses a leaf v (one
of the nodes with degree at most 1). Intuitively, it prunes this
leaf from the forest. By doing this recursively, it gets all the
information concerning the forest. More precisely, the triple
of v contains the identifier of the unique neighbor w of v
since the sum of the IDs of the neighbors of v is exactly
ID(w). The output algorithm can replace the triple of w by
X
(ID(w), dT (w) − 1,
ID(z) − ID(v))
z∈NT (w)

which is exactly
X

(ID(w), dT \v (w),
3 Reconstruction of forests and bounded degeneracy
graphs in S IM A SYNC[log n]
Let B UILD be the problem that consists in computing the
adjacency matrix of a graph.
We say that G is of degeneracy k if there is a node r of
degree at most k in G that we can remove, and then proceed
recursively on the resulting graph G0 = G\r, until we obtain
an empty graph. Let us denote by ri the i-th node removed
from the graph.
Definition 1 G = (V, E) is of degeneracy k if there exists a
permutation (r1 , . . . , rn ) of V such that for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
ri is of degree at most k in Gi , where Gi is the subgraph of
G induced by {ri , . . . , rn }.
In this section, we show that there is a S IM A SYNC[log n]
protocol solving B UILD on graphs of bounded degeneracy.

ID(w)).

w∈NT (v)

ID(z)).

z∈NT \v (w)

By induction on the number of nodes, the output algorithm is able to decode this information and rebuild the
whole forest (or decide whether the graph contains a cycle).
In the following, we generalize the idea of “pruning” a
node v (of degree at most k) from the graph G in such a way
that the information of the pruned graph G \ v can be obtained from the information of all nodes of G (by modifying
the information of the neighbors of v).

3.2 Generalization for any k ≥ 1
Each node needs to know the value of k (recall that G is of
degeneracy at most k). Moreover, some data structures that
allow working on graphs of degeneracy upper bounded by k
have to be present at all nodes. Nevertheless, no elimination
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order (see Definition 1) is known a priori: it will be discovered during the execution of calculations in the last node.
The information that each node v writes on the whiteboard is the following k + 2-tuple:
–
–
–

its identifier ID(v).
its degree dG (v) in G.
for
P each integer p, 1 p≤ p ≤ k, the quantity
w∈NG (v) (ID(w)) (i.e., the sum of p’s powers of the
identifiers of the neighbors).

Note that for k = 1 this is the construction described in
the case of forests. We shall see that, with this information,
for any node v of degree at most k, the algorithm for the output function can retrieve the identifiers of the neighbors of v.
Eventually, like in the case of forests, this output algorithm
simulates the removal of node v from the graph and iterates
the process until obtaining the empty graph.
To describe the encoding and decoding of the neighborhood information we need to recall some results from algebra and number theory. We will use the following matrix,
very similar to the well-known Vandermonde matrix.
Definition 2 Define the matrix A by Ap,i = ip , for i =
1, . . . , n and p = 1, . . . , k. To express explicitly the dimensions we will write A(k, n).

3.3 Neighborhood encoding
Let us recall that (v1 , . . . , vn ) denotes the nodes ordered by
their identifiers. To encode its neighborhood, each node x
uses the matrix A(k, n) and the incidence vector of its neighborhood x, i.e., the binary vector with 1 on the i-th coordinate if vi is a neighbor of x, and 0 otherwise.
The message generated by node x is the tuple
(ID(x), dG (x), b(x)), where b(x) = A(k, n)x.
Lemma 1 The size of the message generated by each node
is O(log n) bits – more precisely, O(k 2 log n) bits. The computation of the message can be performed in O(n) local
time.
Proof For computing b, the algorithm sums up at most n
columns of the matrix A(k, n). The result is a k element
vector with a sum of some elements from the i-th row of
A(k, n) at position i. The coefficients in A(k, n) are at most
nk , so the sum is at most nk+1 . It can be encoded using (k +
1) log n bits, so the whole vector b requires k(k + 1) log n
bits at most. Altogether, the message associated to each node
x is of size at most O(k 2 log n).
For the time complexity it is enough to notice that we
sum up O(n) values encoded using O(log n) bits each.

3.4 Neighborhood decoding
We will use the following classical result from number theory.
Theorem 1 [14] Let j1 , j2 , . . . , jk be arbitrary positive integers. Let i1 , i2 , . . . , ik be k unknowns. In integers, if the
following system of simultaneous equations has non-trivial
solutions, then (i1 , i2 , . . . , ik ) = (j1 , j2 , . . . , jk ) up to a
permutation.
ip1 + ip2 + · · · + ipk = j1p + j2p + · · · + jkp for all 1 ≤ p ≤ k
Notice that Theorem 1 covers also the case where some
variables are 0, so we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1 Given the message (ID(x), dG (x), b(x)) written on the whiteboard by a node of degree at most k, there
exists only one binary vector x such that A(k, n)x = b(x).
In case a fast decoding of neighborhoods is needed, we
can perform a preprocessing step to enumerate all k-subsets
of {1, . . . , n} and compute the values b = A(k, n)x, where
x is an incidence vector of such a subset, and store them in a
table N that assigns to each value vector b the corresponding x. The size of N is O(nk ) and, by sorting it according
to the lexicographic order on value vectors, we can perform
a neighborhood look-up in time k log n. Thus we have the
following.
Lemma 2 Let k, n be integers. There exists a function that,
given the message (ID(x), dG (x), b(x)) of a node x of degree at most k, allows to compute the neighborhood of x in
time O(log n).
Using such a look-up table we can perform Algorithm 1,
which reconstructs graph G in O(n2 ) time.
Algorithm 1 Output function
Require: the whiteboard W = {(ID(x), dG (x), b(x)) | x ∈ V }, the
look-up table N (as in Lemma 2)
Ensure: H = (V, E ) – a reconstruction of G
while there is a message on the whiteboard W do
take an element (ID(x), dG (x), b(x)) from W s.t. dG (x) ≤ k
look-up in N the neighborhood x of x
for all vi ∈ V s.t. x(i) = 1 do
add {x, vi } to H
update (ID(vi ), dG (vi ), b(vi )) in W according to the removal of x from G
end for
remove (ID(x), dG (x), b(x)) from W
end while
return H

We conclude:
Theorem 2 There exists a S IM A SYNC[log n] protocol for
B UILD for graphs of bounded degeneracy.
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Note that our protocol can also be turned into a recognition protocol for these graphs. By applying the same output
algorithm as above, we just have to add one test in the output function, which rejects the graph if, during the pruning
process, we find no node of degree at most k.
Many graph classes are known to be of bounded degeneracy. Planar graphs are of degeneracy at most 5, graphs of
treewidth k are also of degeneracy at most k, and more generally, for each fixed graph H, the class of H-minor free
graphs is also of bounded degeneracy [7, 12, 13]. It is worth
to mention that with our tools we can deal with graphs having a node ordering where each node v has degree at most k
or at least n−k−1, in the graph induced by nodes appearing
later than v in the ordering.
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Fig. 1 Reducing reconstruction of arbitrary graph to detection of triangles: given the graph G (circled nodes), in order to check whether
(2, 7) is an edge of G, we build the auxiliary graph G02,7 by adding
node 8 as depicted on the figure. It contains a triangle if and only if
(2, 7) is an edge of G.

4 Hard problems for S IM A SYNC
We give in this section examples of problems that cannot be
solved in S IM A SYNC[f (n)], for any function f = o(n). The
proof technique is based on a reduction from B UILD.
Recall that B UILD is the problem that consists in computing the adjacency matrix of a graph.
Lemma 3 Let G be a family of n-node graphs, and g(n) be
the number of graphs in G. Let f (n) be any function, and
C ∈ {S IM A SYNC, S IM S YNC, A SYNC, S YNC}. If B UILD,
when the input graphs are restricted to the class G, can be
solved in the model C[f (n)] then log g(n) = O(nf (n)).
Proof Consider any protocol in one of the four considered
models. In any model, at the end of the communication process, n messages of size O(f (n)) bits are written on the
whiteboard W . Hence, at the end, a total of O(nf (n)) bits
are available on the whiteboard. For the output function to
distinguish two different graphs in G, we must have
log g(n) = O(nf (n)).
Consider the problem T RIANGLE, which consists in deciding whether an arbitrary graph G contains a triangle as
subgraph (i.e. three pairwise adjacent nodes ).
Theorem 3 For any f (n) = o(n), T RIANGLE cannot be
solved in the S IM A SYNC[f (n)] model.
Proof For the sake of contradiction, let us assume that there
is a S IM A SYNC[f (n)] protocol A for detecting triangles.
We shall prove that by using A we can build a
S IM A SYNC[f (n+1)+log n] protocol A0 for reconstructing
bipartite graphs with parts
{v1 , . . . , vn/2 } and {vn/2+1 , . . . , vn }. Since there are
2
Ω(2(n/2) ) such bipartite graphs we would get a contradiction with Lemma 3.
Informally, for each s, t ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we shall simulate the behavior of A on the graph G0s,t obtained from a

graph G = (V, E) by adding an extra node vn+1 , and edges
{vs , vn+1 } and {vt , vn+1 }. If G is bipartite, then G0s,t has a
triangle if and only if {vs , vt } ∈ E (see Figure 1). Therefore, since for each s, t, protocol A can decide whether G0s,t
has a triangle, it will be possible to reconstruct G.
On an input graph G = (V, E), the message function of
protocol A0 is as follows. Let m0i be the message produced
by protocol A on a node with ID i and neighborhood N (i)
(where N (i) is the neighborhood of vi in G) and let m00i be
the message produced by A on a node with ID i and neighborhood N (i) ∪ {vn+1 }. Protocol A0 will produce, for node
vi , the message containing the triple (i, m0i , m00i ). Thus, it
uses 2 · f (n + 1) + log n bits.
Let us describe the output function of A0 . For each s, t,
and for i ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1}, let mi (s, t) be defined as m0i
when i ∈
/ {s, t}, as m00i when i ∈ {s, t}, and as the message produced by A on node vn+1 in G0s,t , when i = n + 1.
Clearly, this information can be retrieved from the whiteboard of A0 . Moreover, it corresponds exactly to the whiteboard produced by protocol A for G0s,t . Therefore, using the
output function of A, we detect whether {vs , vt } is an edge
of G.
By doing this on each s and t, the output function of
protocol A0 builds the whole graph G.
It is worth mentioning that in Theorem 3, we have provided a reduction from S IM A SYNC[f (n)] protocols for B UILD
to a S IM A SYNC[f (n) + log n] protocol for T RIANGLE on
bipartite graphs with a given partition. Moreover, the local time complexities of the new protocol are polynomially
bounded in terms of the original protocol.
In the sequel, we shall use this type of reductions to
prove that several problems are hard for some of our models. Also, we have proved in [2] that computing the diameter
cannot be performed in S IM A SYNC[f (n)] for any f = o(n);
the construction is quite similar to the one of Theorem 3.
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5 A computing power lattice
In this section we intend to show that our four models form
a lattice in which the computational power grows strictly
whenever either the synchronization model is enriched or
the message size is increased. On the other hand, when one
resource is increased but the other restricted then the resulting class is incomparable with the original (neither is included in the other). The main result of this section is the
following theorem:
Theorem 4 For all Ω(log n) = f (n) = o(n),
PS IM A SYNC[f (n)] ( PS IM S YNC[f (n)] ( PA SYNC[f (n)]
and PA SYNC[f (n)] ⊆ PS YNC[f (n)].
We start with the following weaker result:
Lemma 4 For all f (n) = o(n),
PS IM A SYNC[f (n)] ⊆ PS IM S YNC[f (n)] ⊆
PA SYNC[f (n)] ⊆ PS YNC[f (n)].

Proof Recall that in the S IM S YNC model, all nodes are initially active and that the adversary chooses the ordering in
which the nodes write their messages. Hence, a protocol in
this model must specify the message created by a node v, according to the local knowledge of v and the messages written
on the whiteboard before v is chosen by the adversary.
The protocol is trivial (it is the greedy one). When node
v is chosen by the adversary, the message of v is either its
own ID (meaning that v belongs to the final independent set)
or v writes “no” (otherwise). The choice of the message is
done as follows. The message is ID(v) either if v = x or if
v∈
/ N (x) and ID(y) does not appear on the whiteboard for
any y ∈ N (v). Otherwise, the message of v is “no”.
Clearly, at the end, the set of nodes with their IDs on the
whiteboard consists of an inclusion maximal independent
set containing x.
Theorem 6 For any f (n) = o(n), MIS cannot be solved in
the S IM A SYNC[f (n)] model.

Proof Let f (n) = o(n). We proceed by contradiction, following the same ideas as in the proof of Theorem 3. Let us
assume that there exists a protocol A for solving MIS in
the S IM A SYNC[f (n)] model. Then we show how to design
a protocol A0 to solve B UILDfor any graph in this model,
Proof PS IM A SYNC[f (n)] ⊆ PS IM S YNC[f (n)]. In the S IM - contradicting Lemma 3.
S YNC model, any node applies directly the protocol of the
Let G = (V, E) be any graph with V = {v1 , . . . , vn }.
(x)
S IM A SYNC model. Nodes create their message initially, igFor any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, let Gi,j be obtained from G by
noring the messages present on the whiteboard when they
adding a node x adjacent to every node in V with the excepwrite their own.
tion of vi and vj . Note that {x, vi , vj } is the only inclusion
(x)
maximal independent set containing x in Gi,j if and only if
PS IM S YNC[f (n)] ⊆ PA SYNC[f (n)]. Recall that a problem
{vi , vj } ∈
/ E. Moreover, if {vi , vj } ∈ E, there are two inis solved in the S IM S YNC model if the nodes compute the
clusion maximal independent sets containing x: {x, vi } and
output no matter the order chosen by the adversary. So we
{x, vj }.
can translate a S IM S YNC protocol into a A SYNC one if we
Recall that, in the S IM A SYNC model, all nodes must
fix an order (for instance v1 , . . . , vn ) and use this order for a
create their message initially, i.e., while the whiteboard is
sequential activation of the nodes.
still empty. Hence, the message created by a node only de(x)
pends on its local knowledge. We denote by A(vk , Gi,j ) the
PA SYNC[f (n)] ⊆ PS YNC[f (n)]. The situation is that of
message created by node vk following protocol A when the
the first inclusion. It suffices to force the protocols in S YNC
(x)
input graph is Gi,j .
to create their messages based only on what was known at
Notice that, for a given k, the node vk can generate only
the moment when they became active.
two possible messages depending on whether k ∈ {i, j} or
k∈
/ {i, j}. That is, only two messages are generated by each
node for all i, j. Therefore, we call mk the message that vk
5.1 S IM A SYNC vs. S IM S YNC
generates when k ∈ {i, j} (i.e., x and vk are not neighbors)
/ {i, j} (i.e., x
We consider here a “rooted” version of the I NCLUSION M AX - and m0k the message vk generates when k ∈
and vk are neighbors).
IMAL I NDEPENDENT S ET problem. This problem, denoted
From the previous protocol A we are going to define
by MIS, takes as input an n-node graph G = (V, E) toanother protocol A0 in the S IM A SYNC[f (n)] model which
gether with an identifier ID(x), x ∈ V , and the desired
solves B UILD for any graph. Protocol A0 works as follows.
output is any maximal (by inclusion) independent set conEvery node vk generates the pair (mk , m0k ) of the two mestaining x.
sages vk would send in A when it is adjacent to x and when
Theorem 5 MIS can be solved in the S IM S YNC[log n] model. it is not. Clearly, this consists of O(f (n)) bits.
For ease of description, in what follows we will not explicitly define the functions for activation, message creation
and decision. Nevertheless, they will always be clear from
the context.
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Now let us prove that any node can reconstruct G =
(V, E) from the messages generated by A0 . More precisely,
for any 1 ≤ s < t ≤ n, any node can decide whether
{vs , vt } ∈ E or not. It is enough for any node to simu(x)
late the decision function of A in Gs,t by using messages
0
ms , mt and {mk : k ∈ {1, · · · , n} \ {s, t}}. Since the output of A is {x, vs , vt } if and only if {vs , vt } ∈
/ E, the result
follows. This would mean that from O(nf (n)) bits we can
solve B UILD in the class of all graphs, a contradiction.
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G and the output is a BFS-tree (or BFS-forest) if G is evenodd bipartite, and a negative answer otherwise. The root of
the BFS-tree in each connected component of G will be the
node with the smallest identifier in the respective component.
Theorem 7 EOB-BFS can be solved in the A SYNC[log n]
model.

Proof Let G be the input graph. All nodes detecting that
they have a neighbor with the same parity become active and
Corollary 2 For all Ω(log n) = f (n) = o(n),
create a message saying that this is an invalid graph. So we
PS IM A SYNC[f (n)] ( PS IM S YNC[f (n)].
are going to define our protocol assuming that G is indeed
even-odd-bipartite.
Actually, the same result holds for T RIANGLE mentioned
The protocol will activate the nodes layer by layer in the
above.
BFS-forest.
The first node to become active is v1 , then all
We discuss now another problem that could possibly sepits
neighbors,
then all nodes at distance 2, and so on. When
arate the two models. Given an (n − 1)-regular 2n-node
graph G, the 2-C LIQUES problem consists in deciding whether all nodes in layer k have written their messages, then the
information appearing on the whiteboard will be sufficient
G is the disjoint union of two complete graphs with n nodes
to compute the number of edges crossing between layer k
.
and
layer k + 1 (if such number is 0 then that would mean
It is easy to show that 2-C LIQUES can be solved in the
that
another connected component must be activated).
S IM S YNC[log n] model. Indeed, a trivial protocol can parInitially,
only v1 is active. Let Nv∗ be the set of neightition the nodes into two cliques numbered 0 and 1 if the
bors of v that have already written a message on the whiteinput consists of two cliques, or otherwise indicates that it is
board. When node v becomes active it creates the message
not the case. The first node u to be chosen by the adversary
(ID(v), l(v), p(v), d−1 (v), d+1 (v)) where:
writes (ID(u), 0) on the whiteboard W . Then, each time
a node v is chosen, it writes (ID(v), 0) if it “believes” to
be in the same clique as u, and (ID(v), 1) otherwise. More
ID(v) is its ID
precisely, let Sv be the subset of neighbors of v that have
l(v) = minw∈Nv∗ l(w) + 1
already written a message on the whiteboard. If Sv = ∅ then
p(v) is the node in Nv∗ with minimum ID, or ROOT if
v writes 1. If all nodes in Sv have written that they belong to
the same clique c ∈ {0, 1} then v writes c, and v writes “no”
Nv∗ is empty
otherwise. Clearly, G is the disjoint union of two cliques if
d−1 (v) = |Nv∗ |
and only if there is no message “no” on the whiteboard at
d+1 (v) = |N (v)| − |Nv∗ |,
the end of the communication process.
Proving that 2-C LIQUES cannot be solved in any
where l(v) represents the layer of v, d−1 (v) its degree toS IM A SYNC[f (n)] model (either for f (n) = log n or for any
wards the previous layer, d+1 (v) its degree towards the next
other f (n)) is an interesting question because it would allow
layer and p(v) its parent in the BFS-forest. The message creus to show that C ONNECTIVITY (deciding whether a graph
ated by v1 at the beginning is (1, 0, ROOT, 0, |N (v1 )|. Since
is connected or not) cannot be solved in the S IM A SYNC
v1 is the only active node the adversary is forced to choose
model. Indeed, it is easy to show that an (n − 1) regular 2nit and v1 writes its message on the whiteboard. Then all the
node graph is the disjoint union of two cliques if and only if
neighbors of v1 become active and, since we want the nodes
it is not connected. We leave this as an open question:
of the same layer to become active simultaneously, the protocol later on works as follows: an arbitrary node v becomes
Open Problem 1 For which f (n) can 2-C LIQUES be solved
active (and computes its message) if the following two conin the S IM A SYNC[f (n)] model?
ditions are satisfied:
5.2 S IM S YNC vs. A SYNC
We say that a graph is even-odd-bipartite if there are no
edges between nodes having identifiers with the same parity. For the purpose of separating classes PS IM S YNC and
PA SYNC, the problem we are going to introduce is EOBBFS. In this problem, the input is an arbitrary n-node graph

1. A neighbor w of v has already written its message on the
whiteboard, and
2. Σu∈Ll(w) d−1 (u) = Σu∈Ll(w)−1 d+1 (u), where Lk is the
set of nodes in layer k that have already written a message.
The key argument is to see that the second condition for
activation ensures that all nodes in layer k have written their
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messages before layer k+1 is activated. To ensure this property, the second condition gives a certificate that all edges
from layer k−1 to layer k have been acknowledged by nodes
in layer k.
Previous protocol works correctly if the graph has only
one connected component. In order to avoid any deadlock
we have to add another condition for becoming activated.
The idea is to verify that a component has already been covered. More precisely, v becomes activated if the last message
was written by a non-neighbor node w of v and the following three conditions are satisfied:
1. Σu∈Ll(w) d+1 (u) = 0.
2. Σu∈Ll(w) d−1 (u) = Σu∈Ll(w)−1 d+1 (u).
3. The ID of v is the minimum among the nodes that have
not written a message yet.
These condition ensure that when the active connected
component changes, exactly one node is activated. In the
end, the output function corresponds to the forest indicated
by the p(v) from each message.
Theorem 8 For any f (n) = o(n), EOB-BFS cannot be
solved in the S IM S YNC[f (n)] model.
Proof We proceed by contradiction. Let us assume that there
exists a protocol A for solving EOB-BFS in S IM S YNC[f (n)]
for some f (n) = o(n). The idea is to construct a protocol A0 for solving B UILD for even-odd-bipartite graphs in
S IMSYNC[f (n)], in contradiction with Lemma 3. Note that
2
there are 2Ω(n ) even-odd-bipartite graphs with n nodes .
Let G = (V, E) be an even-odd-bipartite graph with
V = {v2 , . . . , vn }. Assume that n is odd.
Let V 0 = {v1 , vn+1 , vn+2 , . . . , v2n−1 }. Let 3 ≤ i ≤ n be
odd. We are going to define the auxiliary even-odd-bipartite
graph Gi = (V ∪ V 0 , E ∪ Ei ) where the edges in Ei are defined as follows: connect v1 with vi+n−2 , vj with vj+n−2
for every 3 ≤ j ≤ n odd and vj with vj+n for every
2 ≤ j ≤ n − 1 even (see Figure 2).
Suppose now that we run A on Gi . It follows that a node
vj is at layer 3 of the BFS-tree rooted in v1 if and only if vi
and vj are neighbors in G. Thus, if we simulate A on all Gi
(i.e., for all 3 ≤ i ≤ n odd), then we would solve B UILD in
S IM S YNC[f (n)].
Note that if we run A on each of the Gi ’s with the nodes
activated in order (v2 , v3 , . . . , v2n−1 , v1 ) then the messages
written by the nodes in V = {v2 , . . . , vn } will not depend
on the choice of i. In fact, the neighborhood of all of these
nodes is the same in every Gi , and their messages can only
depend on such neighborhoods and the previous messages.
We then define A0 to be the protocol in which each node
in G sends the message it would send in any of the Gi ’s
when running A. Once all these messages have been collected, A0 simulates A for every Gi in order to compute the
neighborhood of vi .
Thus, EOB-BFS is not in PS IM S YNC[f (n)].
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Fig. 2 Reducing reconstruction of even-odd-bipartite graph to construction of BFS tree in even-odd-bipartite graphs: given the even-oddbipartite graph G (with node set {2, · · · , 7}), in order to check the
edges of G incident to 5, we build the auxiliary graph G5 by adding
nodes {1, 8, · · · , 13} as depicted on the figure. Node j ∈ {2, 4, 6} is
in the third layer of a BFS-tree rooted in 1 if and only if (5, j ) is an
edge of G.

Corollary 3 For all Ω(log n) = f (n) = o(n),
PS IM S YNC[f (n)] ( PA SYNC[f (n)].
5.3 Message size
Obviously, by increasing the size of the messages we make
the system more powerful. What is more interesting is that
this resource is orthogonal (independent) to the synchronization power. We have already seen in previous section that
MIS ∈ PS IM S YNC[log n] but MIS ∈
/ PS IM A SYNC[o(n)].
In other words, there are problems that can not be solved if
we go down in the synchronization hierarchy no matter the
extra length given to the size of the messages. Now we are
going to prove a more general result.
Theorem 9 Let f (n) = o(n). SUBGRAPHf is the problem
where the input is an n-node graph G = (V, E) and the
output is the subgraph obtained by keeping only edges between nodes in {v1 , . . . , vf (n) } ⊆ V . Let g(n) = o(f (n)).
We have that SUBGRAPHf ∈ PS IM A SYNC[f (n)] but
SUBGRAPH f ∈
/ PS YNC[g(n)].
Proof It is obvious that SUBGRAPHf is in PS IM A SYNC[f (n)]:
each node sends a vector consisting of the f (n) first bits of
its line in the adjacency matrix of the graph. Let g(n) =
o(f (n)). SUBGRAPHf cannot be in PS YNC[g(n)], since that
would allow us to solve B UILD for graphs of size n where
{vf (n+1) , . . . , vn } are isolated nodes. This contradicts Lemma
3 because these graphs need O(n log n + (f (n))2 ) bits to be
defined.
6 Connectivity and related problems
One of the main questions in distributed environments concerns connectivity. For instance, one important task in wireless networks consists in computing a connected spanning
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subgraph (e.g., a spanning tree) since the links of such subgraph are used for communication.
In Section 5 we saw that it is possible in the A SYNC[log n]
model to compute a BFS-forest for even-odd-bipartite graphs,
i.e., bipartite graphs where the bipartition is fully known to
every node. In such model it is in fact possible to get a protocol which outputs a BFS-forest for all bipartite graphs
without knowledge of the bipartition. In the case of a nonbipartite graph though, running this protocol can result in a
deadlock: at some point, no more nodes are activated. With
synchronization, as we are going to see in the next theorem, we do not need the graph to be bipartite and BFS can
be solved in the general case, for arbitrary input graphs.
Formally, the input of problem BFS is an arbitrary n-node
graph G and the output is a BFS-tree (or BFS-forest). The
root of the BFS-tree in each connected component of G
will be the node with the smallest identifier in the respective component.
Theorem 10 BFS can be solved in the S YNC[log n] model.
Proof The protocol is very similar to the one we used for
EOB-BFS, but we need to keep track of edges within a layer
(these edges do not exist in the bipartite case).
Initially, only v1 is active. Let Nv∗ be the set of neighbors of v that have already written a message on the whiteboard. When node v becomes active it creates the message
(ID(v), l(v), p(v), d−1 (v), d0 (v), d+1 (v)) where:
ID(v) is its ID
l(v) = minw∈Nv∗ l(w) + 1
p(v)

is the node in Nv∗ with minimum ID, or ROOT
if Nv∗ is empty

d−1 (v) = |{w ∈ Nv∗ : l(w) = l(v) − 1}|
d0 (v) = |{w ∈ Nv∗ : l(w) = l(v)}|
d+1 (v) = |N (v)| − d−1 (v).
Consider nodes v at distance at least 2 from the ROOT.
These nodes v become active if either the conditions (a) and
(b) are satisfied, or the condition (c) is satisfied, where
(a) A neighbor w of v has already written its message on the
whiteboard.
(b)
X
X
X
d−1 (u) =
d+1 (u)−2
d0 (u),
u∈Ll(w)

u∈Ll(w)−1

X

d−1 (u) =

P

u∈Ll(w)

X

d+1 (u) − 2

d+1 (u) − 2

X

d0 (u)

u∈Ll(w)−1

u∈Ll(w)−1

u∈Ll(w)

and
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P

u∈Ll(w)

d0 (u) = 0.

Condition (b), by counting the edges crossing from layer
l(v) − 1 to layer l(v) − 2, ensures that all the nodes in layer
l(v) − 1 have sent their messages and the nodes of layer
l(v) may become active. Condition (c) ensures that, when
the active connected component changes (because there are
no edges going outside the last layer), exactly one node is
activated.
Corollary 4 There exists a protocol in A SYNC[log n] which,
on any bipartite graph G, outputs a BFS-forest of G.
Proof In a bipartite graph there are no edges between nodes
in the same layer. In other words, we need to apply the protocol for the general case without computing d0 (v). Thanks
to this, all the information the nodes in layer k need to compute is available when layer k is activated.

7 Conclusion
We have introduced four communication models, combining locality and congestion, in which communication is provided through a whiteboard shared by all nodes. Table 2
resumes the status of several problems like the reconstruction of bounded degeneracy graphs, “rooted” maximal independent set, triangle detection, even-odd-bipartite BFS and
BFS in these models. Each cell marked yes indicates that
the problem can be solved in that model, using messages of
size O(log n). Each cell marked no establishes that there is
no protocol for that problem, using o(n) bits. In particular,
for any f (n) = o(n) we have that PS IM A SYNC[f (n)] (
PS IM S YNC[f (n)] ( PA SYNC[f (n)] ⊆ PS YNC[f (n)].

B UILD k-degenerate
rooted MIS
T RIANGLE
EOB-BFS
BFS

S IM A SYNC
yes
no
no
no
?

S IM S YNC
yes
yes
yes
no
?

A SYNC
yes
yes
yes
yes
?

S YNC
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Table 2 Classification of communication models.

u∈Ll(w)−1

where Lk is the set of nodes in layer k that have already
written a message on the whiteboard.
(c) v is the node with the smallest ID that has not written a
message on the whiteboard, the last message was written
by a non-neighbor w,

Let us emphasize several questions that remain open:
Open Problem 2 Is it possible to solve S PANNING -T REE
or even C ONNECTIVITY in the A SYNC[f (n)] model? For
which f (n)?
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Open Problem 3 Is it true that for all (or some) f (n),
PA SYNC[f (n)] ( PS YNC[f (n)]? We conjecture that this
is the case and that in fact BFS cannot be solved in the
A SYNC[f (n)] model for f = o(n).
Another natural direction for further research would be
to investigate randomized protocol for these models. Recall
that 2-C LIQUES problem consists in deciding whether G is
the disjoint union of two complete graphs with n nodes. It
can be shown that 2-C LIQUES admits a randomized protocol
for these models. Hence, a natural question is
Open Problem 4 Which problems are solvable by a randomized protocol in S IM A SYNC[log n]?
To conclude, we discuss a strong hypothesis of our model,
namely, nodes have distinct IDs in {1, · · · , n}. It would be
interesting to know whether our positive results still hold
if nodes are only constraint to have distinct IDs from some
linearly or polynomially bounded domain. Our algorithm to
recognize and build graphs with bounded degeneracy (Theorem 2) does not rely on the IDs’ domain. On the other hand,
our algorithms to compute the MIS (Theorem 5) and a BFStree in Even-odd-bipartite graphs (Theorem 7) rely only on
the knowledge of the smallest ID. Finally, our algorithm to
compute BFS-trees in general graphs in the S YNC model
deeply relies on the knowledge of the IDs’ domain (in the
activation condition (c) that allows to avoid deadlocks).
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